Illegal dumping of organic and plastic waste, discharge of untreated wastewater and animal waste into the rivers, pollution from recreational activities are pressing issues for both the Republic of Moldova and the Black Sea basin in general. Rapid assessment of polluted areas through a mobile application, prevention of pollution through recycling and reuse, applying cost-effective and climate-friendly solutions, as well as awareness through photo exhibitions, eco-picnics and demonstration activities are actions implemented within the Cleaner Rivers - Cleaner Seas Project (CRoCuS), BSB784, and the “Cost-effective and climate-friendly solutions for organic waste management” project. In this context, WiSDOM association in collaboration with Ecotox association will hold a press conference for journalists and other interested parties on August 6, at 14.00, in the conference hall of IPN Press Agency. The press conference can be watched on-line on the site-ul www.ipn.md, de youtube channel of the Agency https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HiEGW8YQxJ4&feature=youtu.be, Facebook page of IPN Agency, which will be placed subsequently in the archive. Mass media representatives can address questions via SMS, on the phone number +37369002283, also on the Facebook page of the Agency.

The CRoCuS project is implemented by the partnership: Earth Forever Foundation (Bulgaria), WiSDOM Public Association and Ecotox Public Association (Republic of Moldova), Mama-86 Nova Kahkovka (Ukraine) and Oancea City Hall (Romania) and is funded by the European Union through the Instrument European Neighborhood Policy, within the Joint Operational Program “Black Sea Basin 2014-2020.

The project “Cost-effective and climate-friendly solutions for organic waste management” is implemented by AO WiSDOM, in collaboration with AO Ecotox, within the Small Grants (PGM) program “Active citizens for environmental protection”, managed by AO Eco-Contact with financial support from the Government of Sweden, based on the agreement signed with the Swedish International Development Agency.
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